
Parish CE Primary School 
Home Learning Menu 

Year: One        Term: Spring  

The Essentials - To be completed daily/weekly by all children 
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Mathletics Reading Spellings 
Times Tables/ 

Arithmetic 

Complete the tasks 
set by your teacher 

for that week. 

Daily 15mins 
minimum reading. 

Can an adult question 
you on what you have 

read? 

10 spellings 

Or 5 if directed by the 
teacher   

Learn to count in 2’s, 
5’s and 10’s. 

Tasks will be set on 
Fridays 

Books can be changed 
every Monday and 

Thursday. 

Tested every  
Friday morning. 

Formatively assessed 
during Maths lessons. 

 

Optional Tasks 
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Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 

Interview a family member 
from a different generation 

about what their favourite toy 
was when they were a child. 

What is the same and different 
about their favourite toy and 

yours? 

Can you create a timeline of your life 
so far? Start from when you were 

born, right up to present day 

 
 

This term our value is 
Faithfulness. 

Can you write a prayer that links 
to our theme? 
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Task 4 Task 5 Task 6 

Learn or make up a new dance. 
What song do you like to dance 

to? 
 

 
 

Can you practise your throwing 
and catching? Here are some 

ideas: Throwing and catching a 
scarf, throwing different size or 
shaped balls, bouncing a ball, 

throwing a ball against a wall and 
catching it. 

Challenge: Can you clap in 
between each throw? How many 

claps can you fit in?   

 
When we feel down, sometimes 

it can help to remind ourselves of 
all the things we are thankful for. 

Can you create a piece of art 
depicting all the things you are 

thankful for in your life?  
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Task 7 Task 8 Task 9 

Help out at home with a chore! 
 

 
 

Help to make your parents 
favourite childhood meal. Will 

you bake a cake? Will you help to 
make a dinner? Do you like your 

parent’s favourite food? 

It’s time to dress yourself! Can 
you learn to tie laces? Can you 

undo and do up your top button? 
Challenge: Can you get yourself 
dressed every day for a whole 

week?  

Please tick each task you have completed so your teacher can easily see how many you have done. 
 
3 tasks = Bronze Sticker  5 Tasks = Silver Sticker  6 Tasks = Gold Sticker     

  
Home Learning Books to be handed in to class teacher on: Wednesday
     
Home Learning Books to be given back to pupils on:  Wednesday 

Complete all tasks to 
earn the challenge 

sticker. 


